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CSU Hosts Meet Soccer All-Stars

Thump Sonto Fe.

Steve Johnson, CSU coach and
FORT COLLINS, Colo. - Invitations to compete in the NCAA meet director, said the 120 conChampionships are the plums 120 testants, representing 14 teama,
By HENRY BURKE
of the country's fines.t athletes will will swing into action in the preseek this weekend at the Midwest liminaries at 10 a;m. Friday with
The All Star soccer team took
Regional Gymnastics meet at Colo- competition on the trampoline. a11 easy 10-1 victory over a11 inOther preliminary sessions are experienced College of Santa Fe
rado State University.
Eight first place finishers in set for 1 p.m.-floor exercise, side team Saturday afternoon. Ali Sa·
each event, the top four place horse and horizontal bar; and Hhvarzi led the attack for the All
winners in the all-around test, 7 p.m."'-long horse, parallel bars Star team with six goals.
.
and the first three teams will· a11d still ri11gs.
Abdulcadir Sido and Cesare
Finals ih all the events get un- Trapani each scored two goals.
qualify for berths in the NCAA
competition, scheduled April 1-2 der way- at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. Almost everything about the. game
· All the action will be held at wa:;; new. The team was new, the
at Penn State University.
CSU's new 9,520-seat Auditorium. players were beginners, and even
Iowa State's Cyclones, defend- the playing field itself was new.
thinking PIANO?
ing regional titlists, are favored Some of the A\1 Star players
SEE the YAMAHA PIANO
to retain their team crown, with found the field somewhat of a surColorado and Arizona tabbed as prise. The last time a team went
the chief challengers. The Air to Santa Fe, the game was played
PAUl:,
Force Academy and Brigham on a field covered with at least a
B2l!. SAN
Young also have fine potential and foot of loose "encltantment.'' The
M.ATEO SE "-'"'
rate darkhorse roles.
field used this time was one of the
best that some of the players had
seen.
Remains Undefeated
NEW MEXICO CITIZENS CONVENTION ON_.YIET NAM
In league play last Sunday, AlMarch 25, 26, 1966
buquerque Soccer Club and Latin
America continued in their winPlease fiill in and bring to the meeting if you are intere•ted in participating.
ning ways to remain undefeated.
Workshop preferenoe - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Albuquerque Soccer Club has
or suggestion:
won four and lost none; while
1/we cannot aHend but support the oonvention. ~"------ endosed. Latin America has won three and
tied one.
The biggest upset of the weekName - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - end came when AlbuquerqUe SocAddress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cer Club defeated the Europeans
!'hone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with a whopping 8-2 score. Europe and Latin America have traSend oontribution to Gail Sohmidt, 6303-605 Indian School Rd. NE, Albuquerque.
ditionally ,dominated the league,
but this win might indicate a reversal of this trend. The Albuquerque Soccer Club team has
recently gained the services of
Bob Fox and Gregg Tolly.
Fox Top Scorer
Both men have contributed a
great deal toward the team's success. Fox scored six of the goals
made in the game with Europe. This gave him eleven goals,
and made him top scorer in the
league. Another valuable player,
Steve Pearl, scored the other t'\Vo
for Albuquerque Soccer Club. Vietor Adegunleye put through the
H\GHEST OCTANE AVA\LABLE

MERC. MOTORS

OLD TOWN

LARSON BOATS

HARRY•s MARINE

2522 MONROE N.E.
PHONE 265-7565

Americans had little difficulty in
winning against the l'.E. Majora,
8-0.
Florin Iinescu scored three
goals, teammates Leslie Lam and
Isidrt Ycaza each scored two
goals, and Rafael Lima scored
one. Jan Medik and North America tied 2-2. Alex Clark scored
both of the goals for North
America.
Team Standings
Eutop.,.

Notrh America
Southwest Soc<er Club
.Jan Medik
P.E. Majors
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Simular to Illustration
Enlarged to show "Detail
% carat Solitare in 14
carat White or Yellow Gold

$273.00
Now Save 10% More

.

in addition to Big Values already low pr1ce
I'CIIOCIIOCIOGIOCIOGOOGI coupon ***IOCIIOCIOOOQI
This Coupon Good For

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
lin~ ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. llll!ertionli
must be sulmtittcd by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277·400!! 'or 277-4102.
F'OR SALE
ROCK 'n ROLC· Records-oldie~~, 110me ao
.33 rpm's and 150 45 i'pm's-collectors'
items. S.e at 115 Harvard SE, Apt. D
or call 247·3061, 3/23, 24, 25.
SERVICES
TYPI!lWRITER sale!! & repair, Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E It E Typ.,_
Writer Service, 2217 Coal SE; phone
4

243-0588.

PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
(lhd restyling. Sewing and mending, Mrs,
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (dose to Uni·
verslty), phone 242·7633,

Get your order in for one or more of the,se
all-cotton· pullovers. Sweat shirts available in
either long or short sleeves. ;3 designs to choose
•
Delivery within 10 days.
from.

$3.50 ea.
or 2 for
$6.00

Order from: LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA,

c/o Chrisy Maares1 4608 Han nell Ne, Albuquerque.
Indicate deoign & si%e (M,L,XL) Include payment with arder.
,,,

f'!"

~~

PERSONALS
FLYING students check our n~w lower
rates. Ask about tho $5.00 Introductory
offer. Many additional featur.. at no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Skyways,
GREETING cards for ever)' occaaion. Contemporary, EMler. Als(J Quality Wed•
ding Invitations. Gresham's HoWle ot
Hallmark, 3501 LomM NE.
~==--~L=:O::::ST & FOUND

LOST-a brown ·wallet on March 16 or
17. It has very imPortant !)aport! and
r.o.'s for Dill Wiley. '5 reward. Return to
office at Onate Hall. 3/25, 28 1 ao, 31.

.,

.. , ''· ,,,.,.,,.

1'0% OFF

on purchase of any diamond
Coupon Good March 25-April 1
coupon :IOOOOOOOI:IO:IOII:IOdl

Jewelry
Department

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

''

Monday, March 28, 1966

By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Staff Writer

The Communist movement no
lo11ger has a monolithic structure
it is not under the net of absolute
Russian control, Dr. Harry Benita
professor of History at Yale Uni~
versity, made these statements
during his lecture before the Regional Conference of. Phi Delta
Theta, the n~tional history honorary.
Benda, a Czech, by birth, was
forced from his country by the
Na~is and then mig<-ated to
Southeast Asia, only to become a
prisoner .of the Japanese. Mter
the war, he started his education
in New Zealand and got a Fullbright travel grant to the U.S. He
received his doctorate from Cornell and now teaches Southeastern
Asian history at Yale.
Stated Position
Before beginning his lecture on
"The Aspects of Communism in
Asia" Benda emphatically clarified his position on Communism;
"I am not, never have been nor
plan to be associated with the
Communist movement," he said.
"This lecture is neither a pro nor
anti-Communist, it is on Communism," he continued.
Serious Overexaggerations
Benda said that there were serious overexaggerations and underexaggerations on the status of
~~~:.unism in Asia and in the

Student Council should not
have any major problem in finishing its work on the Associated
Students budget for next year and
should finish its consideration of
the budget .tonight, Jim Branch
ASUNM President,. told th~
LOBO Sunday.
.
~'We've al;eady gone through
about one-thud of the requests "
Branch said, "and unless we ~n
into some unforeseen trouble we
should finish up Monday night.''
Branch listed three problems
the Council will have to deal with
before the budget is finished: the
requests for Music, Yell Leaders, and Student Council.
Branch said the Music request

faced a· possible cut to correspond
with the cut in the drama request. Both the Music and Drama
departments have come under recent fire from some student government officials, who have argued
that they should be financed by
the administration rather than the
Associated Students. The Drama
request was $5500, which Budget
Advisory Committee concurred
with. Council recommended only
$2450. The Music Department request was $22,300 and Budget Advisory Committee recommended a
$23,000 allocation.
Branch also said that some of
the money originally budgeted for
Yell Leaders had been transferred
to Council and that this action
would probably be considered.
The question of what to do with

the Student Council budget when
the new constitution takes effect
a.nd Council is eliminated will also
be considered by Council tonight.
Branch said. He .indicated that a
possible solution could be the earmarking of Council'!! funds for
some agency under the new constitution.
"After those three problems are
taken care of I don't foresee any
others, and certainly no major
problems should come up," Branch
said.
He commended the Budget Advisory Committee for their work
in preparing the total recommended allocations of $201,809
from total requests of $324,782.
"They did a real fine job and
made our work a lot easier "
Branch said.
'

Jim Branch

News Media Criticized During
International Protest Conclave
y a Ie Professor

clVI•t R•1ghtS l OWS

s

Effect of Press
On Asio Conflict

•
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word communi!Un, we think ot.llt.- .e.m~us,. ~f Yale. UnlVcrSit.Y!l'
tie diabolical men tn a dark room highly regarded Conservation Proin the Kremlin, plotting to take gram, will deliver three public
over the world.
lectures here today, Tuesday and
This may have been true in the Wednesday.
beginning but is not true today.
Dr. Sears, often a visitor to the
The theories of Marx and Engels Southwest and a student of its
have become diluted into a form deserts and grasslands, is being
of folk Communism. The philoso- sponsored by the UNM departphy intended for an industrial, in- ments of anthropology and bitellectual society has been con- ology.
verted for usc by an agricultural
He is speaking tonight at 8 in
the Anthropology Lecture Hall on
society of peasants.
Benda said that the critics of the role of grassland and desert
Communism claim the Russian in history.
plot and scheme and that everyTuesday afternoon at 4 he will
thing they do is an attempt to speak on Ecological Principles in
overthrow the world. They have Resource-Use Planning. In this
failed miserably in their attempt address he will treat man's tamfor a united world Communist pering with nature.
movement as illustrated by the
Wednesday night at 8, Dr. Sears
split with China and the growing will center his address on Man,
freedom of other Communist Machine and the Ecosystem. In
parties.
this he will deal with resource
(Continued
on
page
4)
problems
technological
__...;.._ _ _ _ _..::....::......;_ _ _...;:_ _ _ _in_this
__
_ _...;:;.__ era.
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two goals for Europe. The Latin
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Budget Should Be Ready ·Tonight

SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWEL!lT

SAVE ON
GAS

Albuquerque Soccer Club
Latin America
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VietNam Buddhists March,
Protest: U.S. Interference
By United Press International
Sukarno Names Anti-Communist
HUE, Viet Nam-Political proGovernment
tests and military skirmishes
JAKARTA, Indonesia- Indodominate the news from Viet nesian President Sukarno has
Nam.
knuckled under to military pres~
In Hue, some 20,000 Buddhists sure and named a strongly antimarched through the city calling Communist government. Both
for a return to civilian rule. They Army strongman Lt. Gen. Suharto
pt'Ote~ted the alleged American
and former DefenSe Minister
interference in Domestic politics. Gen. Nasution have been given
Some Buddhist leaders said the important positions in the new
protests resulted from a belief government. However, Sukarno
that Americans control the money kept the top job of Premier for
backing the military government. himself.
There was a tally in Saigon as
He also insisted that the cabwell. One anti-government Bud- inet is responsible to him. Bu~ the
dhist said "The time for talking naming of the new cabinet is conis past • • • now is the time for ' sidered a victory fo:r the Indo·
nesian Army.
action.''
In the new government Suharto
South of Saigon, U.S. Marines
suffered light casualties during is the Fifth :Qeputy Prime Minis·
an attack early yesterday by a ter. It was he who blocked Susquad of Viet Cong. The leather- karno's efforts to bri~g the Comnecks went ashore Saturday to munists back into p()wer.
Another stern anti-Communist,
try to gain control of' an area
which would enable .them to pro· General Nasution, is the new
teet Saigon's :river link with the . deputy commander of Indonesia's
top national organization. It was
sea.
Men from the 101st Airborne his firing as Defense Minister by
Division killed 10 Viet Cong and Sukarno in late' February which
captured tw9 othets in an opera· led to bitter rioting and pronipted
tion 226 miles northeast of Sai· the mUitary to mllve into power.
·(Continued on page 4)
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Civil Rights leader James
By ANNE LEHNH.AUSRN
Farmer told a UNM audience
LOBO Stalf Writer
Friday night that civil rights
Press views on Viet Nam fro~
legislation must be followed by
Latin Amenca, Britain, Japan and
actions to better the actual living
France were given in a pane) disconditions of indigent Negroes.
cussion Saturday during the In"We have won victories in the
ternational Days of Protest at
'Civil Rights Revolution' but we
UNM.
may now lose the war if we fail
Tbe New Mexico Citizens Conto make meaningful changes in
vention sponsored the Protest
the life condition of poor NeDays. On campus the Students for
groes, especially in northern cia
Democratic Society participated
James Farmer
ties," Farmed said.
as individuals and provided work"The freedom to go somewhere
shops in the Union.
or do something is a hollow joke
The panel was composed of Conif you have no money with which
rad Aub, Britain; Philippe Alto do it," Farmer said.
meras, France; Mrs. Gail Schmidt,
Segregation Increasing
Japan; and Tom Davies, Latin
America.
He pointed out that in spite
of civil rights legislation, segreBritish News
gation is increasing in northern
Aub said that in .Britain, news
and western cities, and there is
and comment are kept seperate.
FRANKFORT, Ky•. (CPS) more defacto segregation today
Editorials are not considered comStudents
at
Kentucky
State
Colthan
there
was
twenty
years
ago.
"The gap between Negro and lege can · no longer sit · on . the ment. Comments are usually ~t
in by regular contributors while
white incomes is widening/' the lawn or any part of the campus editorials are given by the editor
leader said. He noted that in facing the main highway leading and his staff only.
1951 the average Negro income to the school because "it does not
"Much background information
was 53 per cent of an average promote the public image.''
is given on the VietNam war, but
white income. In 1961 the figure
The new ruling of the school's ex- the actual war is not covered.very·
had fallen to 52 per cent.
ecutive council was relayed to the well," said A-ab.
"In rural areas a Negro is as students by Dr. James McClellan,
"There is also annoyance belikely now as in the past to be the dean of students. Students cause the people realize there is
a sharecropper," he said. Farmer seen in the off-limits area will be not much they can do," Aub said.
also remarked that unemploy- subject to disciplinary action. ·
Loug Term Fears
ment is two and one half times
Aub
.said
that since their boys
Many students charge that the
greater among Negroes as among "public image" the executive coun- are not fighting in Viet Nam,
whites.
cil is concerned about is "what there tend to be less immediate
Farmer said the franchise may some white citizens of Frankfort fears, but long term fears are
be the first step toward meaning- will think if they see Negroes greater than .ours.
"The British feel that the soluful change. He noted that all and whites sitting together on
tion
in Viet Nam must be. a politipoliticians want to get elected bluegrass .soil.''
one,"
Aub said.
·
cal
and said that Negro voters may
State . was formerly ' Almeras said that in the French
cause white politicans to coope- theKentucky
state's Negro college and is presidential election, Viet Nam
rate with them.
still
predominantly Negro 'but has was not a large issue. But he ..Ud
Washington Is Timid
an
increasing
enrollment of whi!)e that the French public is inter"The federal government has
students,
particularly
from the ested in VietNam. The best sellbeen far too timid in enforcing
Frankfort
area.
ing books are those on Viet Nam.
the Voteers Rights Bill," Far!J,I•
One
student
charged
the
llchool
, "The big question the French
er asserted. He went on to say
that when federal officials are administration with "alwayil being ask is, 'Can America with all her
present it is easy to get Negroes concerned about what the whites power change the situation?',"
.
to register. When there are no will think and not even consider- Almeras said.
"We feel that all Viet Nam
federal officials present ,a Negro ing us as a student body. An!
may risk his job, home, and even other termed the administrators should be neptrali!lled," said Almeras. ·
"Uncle Toms in disguiSe.'' "
his life by trying to register.
Student
leaders
are
worried
Farmer .proposed job training
Continued Bombings
and literacy campaigns as first about the growing percentage of
Mrs. Gall SChmidt said that the
steps in changing living condi- students who feel this way and tJ .S. will probably loose the contions of urban Negroes. He also the increasingly vocal opposition . fidence of the Japanese people as
proposed credit unions, coopera- to the administration.
we continue the bombing in North
tives, and business loans from the
Some students suggest the new Viet Nam. Since the Japanese are
Small Business A.dministr.ation in ruling might cause the student so sensitive to bombings, they feel
order to put more jleople to work. body to become even more open the tJ .S. is wrong in this aspect.
in its opposition.
(Continued on.page 4) ' •
(Continued: on page 4~
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SOMETHING SHOULD be done about the Associated
Student's budget.
Over the last several years, it has had an annual increase of approximately $20,000 depending on the increase
in enrol1ment.
Last year's Student Budget Advisory Committee estimated that if the current enrollment rate· continues that
by 1975 .the student government budget might be as large
as oh'e.•half million 'dollars~ !If the budget committee's prophecy comes true, studen~ .~overnment will have $300,000
more than the proposed bt~~¥~t for next year.
TWO SCHOOLS of thought exist on this question. One
jllli¢ifies the increase with increased student service programs. They also point to many off-campus projects in
social welfare and education wJtich provide potential expenditures for student monies. They justify the off-campus
programs, such as the current NSA tutoring program, by
vague references to some sort of obligation that a student
·
owes the community.
Certainly we won't begrudge NSA of funds for its current tutorial program but the line should be drawn somewhere for future reference.
A RISING NUMBER of students ·believe that student
government is not a proper vehicle for altruism and are
convinced that its role should be primarily to represent
them to the faculty and administration and assist students
in achieving what they came ·here to get ..• an education.

Now is the time for student government to start thrott~ng its operations. The stuaent activity fees should be progressively cut as the increased student enrollment can help
bear the costs of our current operation.
THE INCREASED FIXED COSTS of student government can be met by an increased selectiveness towards
projects and organizations subsidized. The three student
publications should be phased out over a five or ten year
period to a self-supporting basis. The same could be done
with similar student government subsidized operations.
Those that cannot be cut out and provide no benefit to the
student as demanded by the two pre-requisites listed above
should be eliminated.
THERE SHOULD BE an equal public concern for the
eJ~."J)enditures of local government as for the national government. Most students can't afford to be unconcerned.
-Jim Jansson
THE CONRAD CARTOON

"SINCE YOU'VE FOUND YOUR H-BOMB, WOULD YOU
MIND LOOKING FOR FRANCE? • ·•• SHE SANK SOME·
. t .. ~IJmtUil'HERE OFF THE' COAST OF SPAIN.~t

large undergrcpund cult and has
By LIFE Magazine
NEW YORK - People who now become a dangerous fad on
dose themselves with LSD-and many college campuses.
In an accompanying report on
an estimated 200,000 Americans
do - may be buying "a one-way the vital facts about the drug and
ticket to an asylum, a prison or a its effects, Life Science Editor
Rosenfeld writes that · a single
.
grave."
The March 25 edition of Life ounce of LSD, dumped into the
Magazine includes that flat state- water supply of a major city,
ment in an issue th11t devotes a would be · enough to disorient
cover and 10 pages of text and millions of citizens. ·
photographs to the little-underThe drug does not induce. a
st()od drug, a small dose of which true hallucination to the user. Inis enough to · send the av!lrage stead, the visions it helps canjure
person on a 10-hour "trip" to a up are usually based on something
world of either shimmering in- real. A stick ' may -become a.
writhing snake, for example, and
sight or frenzy and terror.
Gerald Moore, a correspondent though. the person ·may be frightin Life's Los Angeles bureau, and ened by the' snake, he realizes that
Larry Schiller, a West Coast pho- it is not a real snake but an
tographer, spent three months on illusory one.
·-the LSD assignment, interviewThe really major risks involved
ing and photographing users in · in uaing LSD, however, stem from
Los Angeles, New York, Houston its bizarre psychic effects, the Life
and Detroit. The magazine's story article says. A person whose_ sanincludes pictures of these users ity may be more precarious than
actually experiencing LSD's ef- he realizes can become permafects.
nently deranged through a single
At least one million doses of terrifying LSD experience, Pllll·
LSD (which. stands fpr lysergic pie on the drug sometimes believe
acid dihylantide) wiii ·be taken they have the power to fly, or to
in the U.S. this year,. the Life walk on water. One young Caliarticle estimates, many with dis- lfomian walked in front of a.
astrous psychological effects. The speeding car, convinced it could
drug is an hallucinogen and is not harm him·_ and was killed.
similar in its effects to marijuana,
peyote and certain "magic" mushrooms. It has been taken up Different Attitudes
within the past three years by a

Letters
Letten are welcome, and ohoald
bt! nu longer tban 250 wordo,
typewritten, double spaced. Name,
telephone number and adm-e.
muot bt! included, Rltho1111h nam•
will he withheld upon requeot.

Students and City
Commission Candidates:
The UNM Young Democrats recently noted with grave concern
an article in the March 15 Albuquerque Tribune regarding the
statement of a candidate for the
City Commis!<ion to the effect that
there is a lack of public forums
Pt which to discuss pertinent
issues.
We, the officers and members of
the Young Democrats feel that in
the public interest, a wide ranging
discussion of the problems and
issues facing our community is
a necessity. So far, the electorate
has not had an opportunity to ascertain the views of the 21 candidates for city commission positions.
The YD's now wish to extend
an invitation to all candidates, regardless of political affiliation, to
appear together before an open
meeting at the university to prethe type of administration they
will carry out in governing our
eommunity during the corning
administration.
Peter Tras III
President, UNM YD's
Editor:
l wish to congratulate Bili Carr
on his victory hi Wednesday's
election. I will support him in any
way that I can and hope that by
supporters also will. I feel that
Bill is capable of doing the job
that needs to be done in the final
weeks of the current session.
I wish to thank all of my supporters for their fine help. Special
thanks and appreciation goes to
the LOBO for their endorsement;
to the members of student government for their aid and advice, and
to Cheryl Fossum, my campaign
manager, for her hard work.
I pledged in ll!Y campaign for
this election that if elected I
would provide continuity into the
new Constitution for a better student goVernment. Although I did
not win this election I still plan
to remain active in the government of ASUNM and to run for
Senate in the regular .spring· elections. I hope that all who sup·
ported me in this election will continue with their support for nte as
well as all the members of Students for Better Government•.
Coleman Travelstead
Dear Editor:
The difference between the M.
Kunikis and J. Kennedy letters
(March 23 and 24 respectivelyconcerning Julia Brown's performance) is blatant enough to
make even some of UNM less
logical consertatives move left.
· Mary Wister

· A wpman. in. ·Europe•. into whose
. drink a· prlkbkster· dropped some.
'LSD; though· she w11s going crazy
and committed suicide.
Anyone who drops LSD into
someone's drink and thinks it is
fun should not be surprised if the
jury thinks it is murder," Life
says.
Despite its hazard, LSD may
have bona fide medical uses, al- ·
though these remain to be
proven. The drug has proved helpf1.1l in the treatment of alcoholism,
and s()me · psychiatrists, using
LSD in conjunction with hypnosis ·
and standard psychiatric techniques, believe it has helped give
theiJ;: patients astonishing insight
into themselves, thereby speeding
·Up ·their recovery. It has also
been used to help dying people
face the .end ..serenely. and with
less pain.
.
.
Life· points out that the drug,
· which ·is farily easy to synthesize
in a high school chemistry lab,
will probably never be available
through regular supply channels. Anyone who has a strong
desire to try the LSD experience,
the magazine warns, shpuld seek
the professional assistance of a
qualified. scientist. "Taking LSD
is not minor surgery."

Trackmen· Lick TW(, Pokes

Lobos Toke Wins
Over the Pioneers
New Mexico ·swept both ends of
a double header from the Denver
Pioneers Saturday afternoon on
the Lobo's field, 10-5 and 6-1.
The Lobo's record" now stands
at 8"5 ·on· the season with games
coming UP against the University of Albuquerque 'arid the. conference wars just around the
corner.
Kalk's Pitching Bel~
Jim Kalk, senior pitcher for the
Lobos, threw a four-hitter in the
second game to give the Wolfpace the sweep. The Lobos got
fifteen hits oil' DU pitchers in the
first game to give them their 10
runs.
In the first game Paul LaPriarie
went 3-5, Ron Bunt 2-4, Dave
Chase 2-4, Mark Johnson 2-3, and
Dick Ness 2-2, to lead Lobo batters. Bunt accounted for four hits,
three runs (six times at bat) for
UNM for the day's total. Bunt
had a triple and a double for the
day, too.
The win in the first game went
to UNM's Bob MeAnly but he
needed help .from Dave Smith and
Terry Boning to accomplish the
victory, Kalk went the distance in
the second game and would have
had a shut-out if Denver's third
baseman, Wayne Moretti, hadn't
tripled home Chuck Golding after
Golding had doubled.
· Had Good Defense

~ 1,;

Women to Compete

hurdles, triple jump and pole que High star, fought New Mex·
vault.
ico's gusty winds and held oil' a
Once again it was New Mex- swift Bernie Rivers to win it in
ico's strength in the dash events :47.3. Rivers had a :47.7 timing,
(that is 11nything from the 100 and usually runs in the 100 and
to 440-yd. intermediate hurdles) 220.
which proved for Hugh Hackett's
Had Double Win
men to be the most potent weapon.
UNM's
George Scott was a
'
Best So Far
double winner in the distance
UNM's 440-yd,· relay team events. He had a 4:14.1 mark in
posted the best time so far in the the mile and a 9:41.1 clocking in
nation thia year at ·:40.1, The the eight-lapper.
team was comprised of Bernie
Another good mark was posted
Rivers, Steve Caminiti, Ken Head, · in the 120-yd. high hurdles. Harand anchored by Rene Matison. old Bailey sped to a :14.3 timing
Matison also won the hundred- for an excellent mark in that
yard dash with a wind-aided tim- event.
ing of : 09.3.
The only event New Mllxic()
- In the 220-yd. dash, Art Carter didn't take first place in was the
ran to a wind-aided :20.3 timing discus when Wyoming's powerful
and came back to run an excellent Gideon Ariel threw the disc 161
· :47.2 .. mile relay leg. New Mexico
feet.
took.that relay, too, with the winning time of 3:01.7. New Mexico
B teams took second place in both
relay events.
Tied Record
Pole vaulter, Bob Neutzling, 11
The John Field Simms lecture
transfer this season from the
originally
.scheduled for April 1,
Big Ten Conference, tied a school
has
been
postponed because of
record in the pole vault with a ·
illness
in
the
family of the lec·
mark of 15 feet, 6 inches.
turer,
Chief
Judge
Charles E.
Clarence Robinson took vicWyzanski
Jr.,
of
the
United
tories in his specialties, the long
District
Court
in
Boston.
States
jump and the triple jump. His
UNM Law School dean Thomas
·mark was excellent in the long
jump with a leap of 25 feet, six W. Christopher said the lecture
and one-half inches. He took the will be rescheduled during the
triple jump with a mark of 49 coming fall semester.
feet, 0 and three-quarter inches.
In the 440-yd. dash, Freshman
Hiram Carroll, former Albuquer-

Wyzanski Lecture
To Be Rescheduled

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Gimick Gymkhana

A Gimick Gymkhana, sponsored
By DAVE KNOKE
dent courtesy of the fighting man
by the New Mexico Corvette AsThe Collegiate Press Service
toward his ffJe saw its last gasp
sociation will be held April 3 at
While it may be axiomatic that in the winter of 1914 when GerCoronado Center. Classes are dehuman nature changes little over man and Russian troops took time
termined by wheel base and each
the centuries, one very notable ex- out to celebrate Christmas toentrant must have a passenger.
ception is the manner in which gether on the Eastern front.
Registration will be at noon, commen wage war nowadays. Granted
· Once upon a time the army was
petition will begin at 1 o'clock.
the sophistication of weapons and a profession every young man
Fee for sports cal' club members
tactics have considerably changed lusted after; there was no need
is $2.00 and $2.50 for non club
since Neanderthalean brainbashes of a draft with a surfeit of volunmembers.
were the most effective way of teers and wars were genetically
doing your neighbor in.
selective. The best fighters were
This is not the point; technology the ones who went home to father
YO's Meeting
New Mexico once again played
has always made gruesome ad- the next generation.
good defense as they held their
The UNM Young Democrats
vances in killing techniques while
errors down to a total of two for will meet Tuesday, March 29 at
Sadly, the battlefield as a provthe morality that guides men to ing ground of manhood began to
both games. They played errorless 7:30 p.m. in Room 250-D of the
use these has remained relatively disappear with the invention of
ball in the second game.
Union. , Tina Garcia, Bernalillo
static.
left
twelve
men
on
base
UNM
County
Democratic chairwoman
gunpowder. After all, in trench
What is mpst startling in re- warfare, it seems rather unfair
for the two games, nine in the will speak. All interested persons
viewing the long and colorful his- that the short man has the naare invited to attend.
first and three in the second.
tory of mankind's war is the real- tural survival advantage ovet• the
•
•
ization that war is suddenly be- tall man. No wonder athc Ft•1mch
ing fought by men with entirei,r were . a nation of midget!! after
different attitudes from those held World War I.
·
just a few short centuries ago.
Another dh·ty tt·lck played on
The plain fact seems to be that
THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
the
common soldier Will! the inven·
men no longer enjoy massacring
each other; war is being waged tion of the rules of war. When
restriction started being put on
AND
out of inertia.
Time was when the common the treatment of prisoners and
THE COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION
foot soldier had an immediate, when extra curricular rapine was
sharply
curtailed
bystodgy
top
personal stake in marching down
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
the paths of glory; today he has brass ,all the fun went out of the
soldier's
life.
Mass
butehery
bebeen reduced to the mundane role
•
came the property of arm-chair
of cannon fodder.
generals
who
designed
genocide
Back in the good ol' days (always idealized best by those who · programs with a minimum of
never lived then) when a man waste and excitement.
So instead of warring for percould take the law in his own
hands, fighting was down-right sonnel gain and prel!tige, the foot
fun. Rape, torture, pillage, loot- soldier had to start thinking in
ing, gluttony, drunkness-the en· ideological terms of National Inlistee's life was one eternal round terest, Home, God, and Country
of glorious entertainment.
· all prix de Ia guerre. Rather poor
The Teutonic war bands en- fare for the nasty business they
joyed the physical pleasure of do, but everyone is told that ''This
fighting so much that, if the chief man's army ain't never had it 10
could not think up an ideological · good!'
dispute to start a war, the tribes
The program will consist of fourThey don't know the half of it.
held. a sort of Super Bacchanalia.
teen fellowships of $3000 each to be
The mob would gather on the
opposite sides of some verdant
awarded to seniors during the acaspring meadow, and, with a super
'
abundance of strutting, cursing,
demic year 1966-67, which coincides
caterwalling and other sorts of
with the fortieth anniversary of the
branura, would run toward each
other at top speed. Pairing off,
Book-of-the-Month Club.
About 25 educational administhey would swing their war clubs,
trators
from
South
America
will
brandish their spears and shields
For complete dE!tails, see a member of
and begin pounding away without attend the seventh annual seminar
finesse, taking care not to hit any on higher education in the Ameryour English Department or write to:
vital spots. During a daylight cas at UNM for the first time
span, the armies would flail away March 26·April 2.
General theme will bl! 1'The Uniat each other in concentrated
DR. DONALD SEARS, DIRECTOR
earnestness, on the whole achiev- versity and Regional and National
ing at 11ay's end nothing more · Development!' Participants; will
BOOK-OF-THE-MONnl CLUB
than a relaxing exhaustion and a consider the various patterns of
WRITING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
University organization and adhearty appetite.
ministration
through
which
a
uniThis ancient and noble custom
c/o COLLEGE ENGUSH ASSOCIATION
has gone into oblivion, as today'll versity contribute!! to the cultural,
soldiers unimaginatively attempt civic, economic and technical deHOWARD UNIVERSITY
to· knock each other's blocks off velopment of its region or nation.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001
without displaying a modicum of
The pattern w.ill be studied in
theatrical talent.
No longer do soldier1Nrom dlf• terms of the university's. traferent armies fraternize when ditional function of teaching:, re.- .. T ' · l , , , •.
they pause from battle; this an· seare!h anti' :con11nunlty relatlons. ,_~ '· · "·· • L H ·· 't 1
"

.....

NEW MEXICO LOBO

New Mexico.took·l!ll ;fpQr places
in the 880·and·all three places in
the javelin ,to .scor~ ·a-•stutming
victory of 137 1h points, 2~Ph for
Wyoming and 15 for Texas Western in a triangular meet held
Saturday afternoon at University
.
Stadium.
The Lobos won 16 of 17 possible
first place finishes and finished
1-2-3 in the 440, 220, interm~diate

TheWays .of Waging War
Changed Over Past Year~

J

I

..,

. Monday, Mardt 28,1966

· 1\londay, March 28, 1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO

'

',·

LISTEN
To KNMD

Intramural badminton' singles
for women will be held Tuesday,
March 29 at 7 p.m. in Carlisle
Gymn11sium. Intramural points
and awards will be given. Each
organ'ization may enter six girls
and independents are also eligible
for awards. Entry blanks are due
at noon on Tuesday, March 29, in
Carlisle Gymn11sium.

Special Anno11ncement
I 0% diiCount on
presentation of I.D.
Includes· all brand
name mtJrchandise·,

thinking PIANO?
SEE the YAMAHA PIANO

822 SAN
MATEO SE

CLINICAL PHARMACY
5002 GIBSON BLVD. S.E.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

PH. 255-1647

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M. STUDENTS;
PRESCRIPTIONS - SICK ROOM SUPPLIES RENTAL AND SALE OF
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS.

HORN OIL CO.
SAVE· ON
G'AS

HIGHEST OCTANE AVAILABLE
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Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National CitY-Banks
•••until you lose them!

The 'First Jlnnual

Book-of-the-Month Club
Writing 7=ellowship

Program

Educators Consider
Area Developments

:· jj '

•

'

,·

•

Traveling this vacation? Wherever you go, don't take losable cash. Take F!rst National City travelers checks.
You can cash them all over the U.S. imd abroad. But their big advantage is a faster refund system. See below.

Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and time-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
than 20,000 places around the world authorized
to give you a fast refund-right on the spotf.
First National City travelers checks come from
the leader in world-wide banking, and have
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
accepted in more than a millitm shops, hotels,
restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over.
Next time you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent .per dollar.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks
.
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These events
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Dr. P~ul B. Sears, professor
emeritus of Yale University's
highly regarded conservation program, will deliver three public
lectures:
munism is that the people of Asia
(Continued from page 1).
He i1:1 ~ing brought to the camnot need nor want Commudo
pus by the departments of antbro"The Japanese want to make
nism.
believe that they have
pology and biology. He will speak Asia peaceful through Asians," had it We
forced
upon them by foreMonday night at 8 in the Anthro- said Mrs. Schmidt.
ign agents, "The truth is that
pology Building lecture hall on the
"Japanese see the war as being they have sought out and brought
role of grasslands and de11ert in a civil struggle,'' Mrs. Schmidt it to Asia."
history. The following day at 4 said. She said that the Japanese
peasants are not interested
p.m., he will discuss ecological feel they cannot do much, for the in The
dialectical materialism, nor the
principles in resource-use plan- u.s. is seeing the situation in merits of freedom and democracy.
ning and, on Wednesday night at such rigid conflicts.
They want a break from taxes and
"All the material the U.S. gets from being tm the bottom. The
8 o'clock, his lecture will be on
"Man, Machine and the Ecosys- on Latin America's opinions . form of folk Communism gives
tern.''
comes out of the Associated Press them this hope. Agents tell them
Dr. Sears has visited the South- of United Press International,'' that Communism will bring about
west many times to study its Davies said. He said that this does the revolution to end all revoludeserts and grasslands. He for- not necessarily represent Latin tf<?ns and they believe it.
merly taught at the University American opinion.
Big U.S. Mistake
of Oklahoma and later at Oberlin
Air of Concern
The u.s. is making a big mis·
College before going to Yale.
"There is an air of concern and
take by giving monetary aid to
•
caution and a fear as to where the poor countries. Instead of helping
The building housing the School U.S. is going,'' Davies said.
of Law has been named Bratton
"The Latin American govern- it actually is fuel for revolution.
"You can put free money into an
Hall, honoring the late Federal mentl;; are afraid they will get less industrial
and it will
Judge Sam G.· Bratton. Judge supplies from the U.S. as the Viet thrive, but economy
the
same
money in a
Bratton was president of the Nam War gets larger," said
few rich
agricultural
society
will
UNM Regents from 1939 to 1951. Davies.
·
and many peasants will cause
He was one of the prime movers
in the establishment of the School
He said that they fear being chaos," said Benda.
·
"left out in the cold.''
f L
o aw m 1947.
D ·
'd th t · L ti A
a. m a n merThe UNM'Law Alumni Associa- . avtes ~a1
tion has placed a plaque in the .."tea there 1s a feelmg of hopelessjudge's memory in the building. ) i ~e~s as· to w~at the:V ca~ do.
The Student Bar Association has ,; I i The U.S. 1s not hstenmg to the
Q.-How may I get information
sponsored a Bratton Hall sign out- ·. J Qpinions of Latin America or, perabout
my GI insurance
l ~aps, to those of other countries,'' back ingetting
side the building.
force?
I
am a veteran of
e
said Davies.
World
War
II
and
served in the
UNM Graduate Dean George P.
NaVY.
I
let
my
insurance
drop
Suringer has announced the award
upon
my
discharge
in
1946.
.of 137 fellowships and traineeA.-To be eligible for the new
ships, 'vith a total value of
GI insurance being sold by the
$300,000 to applicants for finanVeterans Administration until
cial aid.
May 2, 1966, a veteran must have
Of these, 96 are being offered
(Continued from page 1)
to beginning graduate ·students Anti-Poverty Program In Danger been eligible to have purchased
National Service Life Insurance,
and 42 go to students already enWASHINGTON - Congress- have
service-connected disabilrolled in the Graduate School.
man Adam Clayton Powell has ity or ahave
a nonservice-connected
Recipients of the awards are called for the abolishment of the
disability
so
severe that he canselected by a faculty fellowship anti-poverty program if mayors
not
purchase
private insurance.
committee upon nomination by de- are given veto powers over local
contact
the nearest
You
should
partment chairmen and, in some anti-poverty programs. Powell
VA
office.
cases, deans of professional col- threatened to "wash the war on
leges. Scholastic excellence and poverty right down the drain and
need are both taken into account, forget it" if the mayors are given
Dean Springer said.
such veto power.
SIMON'S TEXACO SER.VICE
PoweU declared that the main • 2100 C.ntr•l E., Altiuquerqu•. New Mexico
Phone 242·00J6
, idea of the anti-poverty program
Your
T
..aco Star Dealer
is to give the poor people a chance
to fight city hall. The Negro Congressman added that the mayor's
veto would ruin that chance.

Aired Saturday
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Sally's steady •••
Drank his Colt 45
'
&om her slipper.
Then one day, by gosltt
He tried her galoslt
And eaugltt ltis mustosh •
in fhe zipper.

AS LOW AS

•

Enjoy true Stereo music right in your car with a
Muntz Sterea-Pak! Over 3,000 prerecorded tape
albums to choose from. One hour installation.
Phone 265-4521 for appointment.

.

STEREO CITY

'
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I • ~
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Colt
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WLIQIJ.,...
A completely

1111ique experience!
~ SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

. ,T~~ ~~fiONA~ Q~eylm~ po., SALT., MD.

tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FORSAL'E
1900 VOLKSWAGEN udan, zadio & Heater, extra sbar)l throughout, m<!CbanlcaUy
oound. Prfeed under average retail. Calf
Scotten; office 242-8051 o~ home AL 581174. 3/li8, 311, 4/4, li.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER oales & repair. S!leelal
" rates to UNM studentl!l on all machin.,.,
Free! pickup & delivery, E · .SO E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone
243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending, Ml'll.
Hover, 20.7 Stanford SE (ciOtle t1> Uni·
vel'llity), phone 242-7533.
l'ERSONAl.S
FLYING studento< cheek our mew .,.,;;
rates. Aak abl>ut the S5.00 introductory
oft'er, Manx additional. features at no
extra coot. Call Southw..tern Skywa:vo.
GREETING cards for every Ollc&Aion. Con.
tem)lorary, Easter, Also Quality Wed•
dillg Invitations. Gresham'• HoW'e of
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
LOST & FOUND
LOST-a. brown wallet on MaTch 111 ot
17. It bae VlfrY important papers and
J.D.'s for Bill Wiley. SG reward. Return to
; ~ oflleot ~~~ 00nJ1te HaD. 3/25, 28, 30, 31.

PETROLEUM CORPORATION

PIODUCIRG C<ll-

PANIIS IN HOR'm AMIRICA. - AN APFILIAl'B OF
STAHJWU) OIL C(JGtAifY (IHDIAHl)

Denver. The Lobos took both games, 10·6 and
7-1. (LOBO photo by Kendall.)

murals program's
allocation
was
postponed
until tonight's
regular
Council meeting to allow time for

be the last item considered. It in-

elude~ such programs as the NSA

Tutot•Jal program, speaker's program, administrative expenditures
for student govel·nment, and several others.
Seven of Council's 17 recommendations were. the same as
--~-~

Made in Joint Communique

LBJ

11 Ask· Co· ngress
To lncrea·se A·.d to lnd .• a
w · •.

By United Press International
tral European Command should
WASHINGTON President be move dout of France.
"I just can't see giving them J ohll.SQn will ask· Congress toQuaison Sackey Released
any money at all until we can morrow to approve increased U.S.
From Custody
establish some kind of control aid to India tO help that country
GHANA-Alex Quaison Sackey,
over how the money gets spent," overcome its .critical food needs.
The announcement was made in former president of the UN Gensaid Councilman Cadton Cole.
Councilman Jim McAdams a joint communique yesterday by eral Assembly and ex-foreign
pointed out that there are some the President and Mrs. Indira. minister of Ghana, has been reareas in the intmmurals budget Gandhi, India's Prime l\liniste1·. leased from protective custody by
that take the allocated money and The communique and Mrs. John- the new Ghanian government.
have no more connection with son promised that the U.S. will Quaison Sackey has been under
Council. "I don't see why students continue to "participate generous- protective custody ever since his
should be paying for such things ly" in tim international effort to return from Peking, where he was
With ousted President Nkrumah
as the student-faculty recreation help India avei"t famine.
when the government was toppled.
program unless they have some ·
VietNam War Has Lowered
say about recreation hours," McArmy's Status
Selling Tobacco Uemains
Adams said, "and right now we're
WASHINGTON
- The Pentaa Mystery
at the mercy of the PE departgon bas admitted that the deRHODESIA - The Rhodesian ·
ment as far as hours go.''
mands of the Viet Nam War have tobacco auctions opened today, but
Council Will Be Last Item
lowered
the status of Army com- whether any tobacco was sold reThe Student Council budget wi11 bat divisions
in the U.S. below mains a mystery. HeaVY secrecy
Blue Key Smoker
full combat readiness.
was imposed in an attempt to beat
.Blue Key, senior men's honorA spokesman disclosed that British-imposed economic sanc- ary, will hold a smoker from 2
four divisions are being used to tions against the breakaway to 4 p.m., Sunday, April 3 :in the
train new recruits and so they African nation. The fate of the Esther Thompson lounge of the
are not up to combat standards. Government of Premier Ian Union. Applications for memberThe four divisions, two armored Smith could depend on the suc- ship will be made available at the
and two infantry, are the only cess or faiuure of the auctions. time. All juniol's with a 2.75
units in the Army's strategic Tobacco is Rhodesia's prime ex- grade average are invited to
Army Reserve Force in the U.S. port.
attend.
Lobo gymnasts Mike Sandry which have not sent units to Viet
and Blaise Blasko will be unable Nam or elsewhere.
to attend the National IntercolThe defense spokesman refused
legiate Gymnastic Competition be- to t·eveal whether there are any
cause of. lack of funds.
immediate combat-ready divisions
the continental U.S.
in
A source close to the athletic
department said that Pete Me·
House Passes $2.5 Billion
David, athletic director inferred
Catch-AU Bill
that there were not enough funds
UNM's National College Queen fashions. The judges are a disCAPITOL HILL - The House
to send them to the meets at Penn has passed and sent to the Senate Contest has received its first tinguished group of experts; for
State.
a catch-all supplemental money entrant, Chapparel, Deana Lo- example, editors, publishers and
Costs for the round trip would bill for $2.5 billion. Included in rentzen.
tJnited Nations diplomats.
·
be $198.44 per person, but could the measure are funds for rent
Each college student who enThe LOBO is searching for this
be cut in half with student's rates. subsidies and training teachers campus' most outstanding college ters this contest receives a quesThe room and board would for schools in povet·ty areas. Re- girl. This not not a bathing beauty timmaire. She is asked to describe
amount to 12 me11ls and about $5 publicans tried to defeat these contest, nor is it a talent contest. her sc...olastic career, her grades,
a night.
programs in order to. cut back The candidates are never asked to her campus activities and her
The Lobo team had been al· domestic spending.
perform. ·
hobbies. If she is chosen as a '
lowed to attend the regional meets.
state
winner she will then receive
Instead of most contest pt·oU.S. and Canada Must
Thesl! were the qualifying events
a
10-day
trip to New York City
ccdures these candidates· are
llemove Bases
for the national meet,
~all expenses paid.
tested
on
their
intelligence,
their
PARIS -· Ft·ance has informed
The prizes for the next National
the U.S. and other NATO allies genet·al knowledge, their qualities College Queen include a vacation
of
leadership
and
their
personaliit will pull its forces out of the
Election Candidates
in Europe, an automobile, and
Atlantic Alliance 'vithin the next ties. During the finals, held in many other awards.
All students interested in
four months. At the same time, New York City, the college girls
running for positions in the
A UNM student could be the
informed sources said President participate in a series of forums. next winner. This pageant is denew student government under
DeGaulle gave the U,_S. and Can· The judges conduct open discus- signed to give recognition to stuthe Voice ·party are asked to
ada until the end of the year to sions-town meeting style~ and dents for their scholastic ability.
fill out applications for canremove their bases from French the contestants are asked their The judges are seeking a typical
didacy and_submit them to the
soil. The sources added that the opinions on a wide range of topics. American college girl.
Voice mail box in the Activities
The girls are asked to discuss
French timetable also recom· Center. The deadline is this
Contestants can call or come
mended the supreme allied head- education, current events, cam- into t'he LOBO with applications
next Friday.
quarters near Paris and the Cen- pus life, are, literature and and entries.
Cor.trol

Lock Meet Costs

National College Queen

Chapparal Is Entered·

MARCH 2 9, 30

Seniors and graduates with majors in GEOLOGY• PHYSICS
MATH, or ELECTRICAL ENGlNEERIHG for impor·tant positio;s
in petroleum exploration geophysics. Arrange for interview at the Placement Bureau.

SEE WHAT PAN AMERICAN CAN OPPER YOU
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those given by the Budget Advisory Committee, two were cut
down, three were raised from
zero, and five were cut to zero.
The recommended allocations
were approved for the following
budgets:
Publications
Board,
$58,800; Radio Board, $15,500;

Lobos' Gymnasts

MARCH 2 9, 30
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By CHUCI{ NOL;\ND
LOBO Staff 'Vr1ter
Student Council made 17 recommendations for Associated
Students budget allocations in a
four-hour meeting in the Union
Monday night. Only the intramurals and Council budgets remain to be disposed of before
;~::,en's work on the budget is
Consideration of the intra-

investigating
the possibility
of
more
Council control
over intramurals. This would insure a program worth the recommended alloczltion of *10,000.

NO MONEY DOWN!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 line ad., Glic:-4 times, $2.00. IruJertiono
mlll!t be submitted by noon on day before
J>ublieation to Rootn 159, Stud""t Publi"""

AN UNIDENTIFIED LOBO takes a swing at
an unidentifiable pitch during the fifth inning of
Saturday's second game of a double-header with

By BOB STOREY
merged to help overcome the r•robVoice of the Students party and ,. lems both parties will face durfri'l\:'
the Students for Better Govern- the upcoming spring eh~cli,ns.
ment merged last night during an The elections will be held \Ll :er
informal meeting in the Activities the new constitution which m,·n·ly
Center of the Union.
doubles the number .of ei(•••tive
"We have merged because both positions in student governnh .,,t.
parties have the same goals and
In the elections, twenty., hht
ba)lic philosophy," said Tom positions must be filled to d<Jct
Horn, .campaign chairman of the an entirely new government. "If
old VOICE party. "We want to each party tried to run a •·anrun qualified, sincere, and capable didate to fill every positiou we
candidates," he continued.
would run out of candidates,"
Positions Doubled
said Horn. "We want to try and
Party leaders said .they had find the best possible candidates
for the new government," agreed
Tom Isgar, representing the Students for Better Government.
Petitions Due Soon
Because of the large numbcx· of
candidates required a party
would
face a hard time trying· to
Union Program directorate, $10,440; Model United Nations, $1,290, find enough candidates both lead~•
ers said. Another problem that
and Mortar Board, $645.
would face the candidates would
Music Cut $4,500
be the short time available for
The following were cut from them to prepare their campaign,
the Committee's re~;Qmmended al- they continued. The petitions for
locations: Music department from candidacy, they pointed out, which
a recommended $22,000 to $17,500, must contain fifty signitures, are·
and Las Campanas from a rec- due two weeks before the April
ommended $175 to $117.
22 election.
Recommended zero allocations
"With the spring vacation and
were raised by Council for the fol- the petition deadline we would
lowing groups to $222 for City have too short a time to prepare
Residents Council, $195 for Moun- ·a campaign," said Isgar.
taineering Club, and $86 for Rifle
The two parties formulated a
and Pistol Club.
prelminiury plan of action during
Budget Advisory Committee's last night's meeting, They ~e- ,"
listed recommendations were cut lected an executive committee,
to zero for the following groups: composed of representatives of
Student Court, $636; Kiva Club, each group, which would choose a
$300; . Inter-Religioun Council, s)•~te o:t candidates a11;reeablo to
$270; Young Americans for Freeall. Members of the committee
dom, $191, and Latin American would be non-candidates chosen•
from their respective party.
Desk, $80.
.
All Uepresneted
Council plans to finish its budThis executive committee would
get work tonight. If it does, the
budget will go to Student Sen- choose a slate candidates which
ate for consideration beginning would represent all parts of campus activity. Greeks, city student
tomorrow.
and
the dormitory residents would
If Senate approves, the Assobe
l'Cpresented
by the slate. The
ciated Students will vote on the executive committee
would also
proposed budget in the spring try and select some new
people
elections April 22. If Senate does
(Continued
on
Page
3)
not approve, Council and Senate
will probably meet jointly to settle on a budget which will then
go to the Associated Students for
approval.
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Council Approves 17. Budg ets

STEREO-I'AK
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Wanted: 011e political party that
l!i for the studenU~ of UNM a11d
not a cliche.

Wednesday, March 30, 1966
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ONE OF 'l'HI lARGEST IXPI.DitATION
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COAT

·Senior and graduate MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
or CIVIL for key engineering positions responsible for
producing, drilling and plant operations. The Company
offers outstanding engineering and maQagement careers.
Arrange for interview at t~ Placement Bureau.

a gallant young nipper
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More Trouble With Lost H-Bomb
PALOMARES, Spain-· U.S.
NaVY Task Force 65 has encountered more difficulty in retrieving
a hydrogen bomb which lies 2,500
feet down in the Mediterranean
Sea.
U.S. authorities disclosed yesterday that an anchor which is
part of the recovery rig cut a lift
line attached to the bomb. Chances
of recovery now hinge on a controlled unmanned recovery vehicle
expected to be ready for use Tuesday,
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"The most important drive and
thrust and motion in this period
of history is the drive for racial
equality," Farmer said. "It is a
unique revolution in which the
revolutionists ask to be admitted
to a society and ~;~eek to acquire ·
the rights and privileges of other
citizens.''
"Negroes have stopped letting
themselves be pushed around;
that is the meaning of the 'Civil
Rights Revolution,'" .Farmer said.
He· attributed the change in Negro attitudes to three main
sources: Negro semcemen in
World War II, more extensive·.
education, and the emergence of
independent African nations.
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Committee Rules
Election Is Volid

Student Court's decision ·ti:J
throw out an appeal of the constitutional referendum has been
upheld by Student Affairs Committee. Chief Justice· of Student
Court, William R. Vicary, told
the LOBO that the committee had
unanimously upheld the . Court's
decision to declare the election
valid.
The Elections Committee had
appealed the election results on
the .grounds that Student Court
had illegally become involved in
.~ounting the ballots.
Considered Testimony
An infotmed source told the
LOBO that Student Affairs Com·
mittee considered the testimony of
Court Justice Bill Fox and Mrs.
Friedel of Elections Committee
before arriving at a. decision, • , ,
"Since the issue had been nar·'
1·owed down to one of a discrepancy in countings we decided to
uphold the Sourt's decision;" the
source said. The informant added
that Stu9ent Affairs Committee
had counted the ballots and their
tabulation agreed with the count
in which the Court was involved.
First Count Was Wrong
After the election two weeks
ago, the first count of the ballots
showed that the constitution had
not mustered the required twothirds for ratification. A second
count, in which the justices of
Student
Court
participated,
showed that the constitution did
receive the necessary two-thirds.
(.'
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